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Love 

During the whole life all human beings experience a wide range of emotions which 

are the internal parts of their existence. Nevertheless, there are some emotions that have a 

significant influence on the way people act. Surely, love is considered to be at the top of all 

these emotions. This feeling is a little complicated to comprehend. No one knows exactly 

what this feeling means. However, if someone has experienced it once, he will remember this 

feeling for the rest of his life. Thus, love is a basis for strong and mutual relationship. In other 

words, it is a special tool, with the help of which life acquires certain sense.  

Without doubt, when people love each other they try to make their own life and the 

life of their sweetheart better. They treat each other as they want to be treated themselves. 

Moreover, they begin to live for somebody else – somebody, with whom they feel 

comfortable and who makes their life brighter. In other words, love teaches people to live for 

someone, doing all possible to improve the life of the person whom they are in love with. 

One more relevant issue to discuss is the widespread notion that love is a sexual 

attraction only. Clearly, all people in the past were governed by instincts of self-love and 

procreation. However, those who nowadays stick to this opinion have perhaps forgotten that 

we all live in the 21st century and that the society has already changed during the evolution. 

All these outdated ideas should have disappeared long ago. That is to say, the modern world 

is quite different in comparison with the past time. People have totally changed their attitudes 

towards love. They begin to love each other because of their good inner worlds, warm 

treatment, and simply because they have each other in their lives. However, today’s culture is 

rather difficult to understand, and there are still some unrealistic expectations about love. 

Nevertheless, love continues existing, no matter what form it takes. 
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All in all, love is a vital element of life. It makes lives easier, brighter, and much 

happier. When someone loves and is loved he can change the world. That is why we should 

love someone and be loved in order to have a better future. 

 

 


